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Steenbeke

h Sons,

into a retail store

Inc. first started in Boscawen in 1954 as a general store and expanded
and manufacturer of roof and floor trusses, doors, windows and counter
,

tops. They are one of the largest building dealers in the country. In addition to the
Boscawen complex, Steenbeke's has stores located in Franklin, Concord, Suncook, Contoocook and a new facility opening soon in Plymouth. The Steenbeke family is very
appreciative of the continuing support from the townspeople of Boscawen.
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Selectmen's Office

NH

17 High Street, Boscawen,
03303; Phone:
796-2426; Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00

a.m. -5:00 p.m.
Sandra E. Brodeur; Thomas Danko; Douglas
R. Supry, Chairman; Sherlene B. Fisher,

Adm.

Health Officer
John Dagata; Phone 796-2609
Fire Department
Roland "Joe" Bartlett, Chief, 17 High Street,
Boscawen, NH 03303
Burning Permits Contact: Joe Bartlett,

—

Assist.

Selectmen's Meetings are held at 17 High St.
on 2nd and 4th Wednesday of each month at

796-2157;

Ray

Fisher, 796-2498

Town Moderator

4:00 p.m.

Rick A. Trombly

Zoning Board of Adjustment
NH 03303
Claudia Damon, Chairman; Phone: 796-2705
after 8:00 p.m.; Robert Knowlton, Zoning
16 High Street, Boscawen,

Phone:

Officer;

796-2478;

796-2105;

Office

Supervisors of the Checklist

Robert Kenevel, Chairman; William Bevans;
Carl Glover, Sr.

Phone:

Pam

Davis, Secretary
Zoning Board Meetings are held at 16 High
St., on 4th Tuesday of each month at 7:30

Public Libraries
Library: Tuesday, 2:30-5:00
Thursday, 3:00-7:00 p.m.

p.m.

Branch Library: Monday, 3:30-6:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, 3:30-7:00 p.m.

Main

p.m.;

Planning Board

NH

16 High Street, Boscawen,
03303
Ed Brodeur, Chairman; Phone: 753-4584,
7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.; Office Phone: 796-2478;
Pam Davis, Secretary

Planning Board Meetings are held at 16 High
St. on 2nd Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Treasurer-Bookkeeper
Patricia Knight; Office Phone: 796-2343

Boscawen Congregational Church
Berry, Minister,
12 High Street,
Boscawen, NH 03303; Phone: 796-2565

Dawn

Post Office

Boscawen, NH 03303
Postmistress: Laura Lane
Hours: Monday-Friday, 10:00 a.m. -12:00
Noon & 3:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.; Saturday, 10:00
228 King

Street,

a.m. -12:00
Phyllis

Tax Collector
Hewey, 17 High Street, Boscawen,

NH

03303; Phone: 796-2426; Office Hours: Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 8:30 a.m. -12:30
p.m., 1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

Town

Clerk

Barbara Holmes, 17 High Street, Boscawen,
NH 03303; Phone: 796-2426; Office Hours:
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 8:30
a.m. -12:30 p.m., 1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.
Penacook- Boscawen Water Precinct
NH 03303;
Phone: 796-2206; Teddie Hooper, Secretary;
Office Hours: Wednesday 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
9

Life Safety

Works Director

Officer
(after 5:00

p.m.)
Genealogical/Historical Information
Robert Kenevel, 796-2546; Dorothy Sanborn,
796-2582 (Summer Residence) 796-2211
(Winter Residence); Henrietta Kennev,
796-2164; Virginia Colby, 225-3122; Ronald
Reed, President, Boscawen Historical Society
796-2236

Conservation Commission

Ed

Damon,

Chairman, Phone 796-2705
Conservation Commission Meeting held 3rd
Wednesday of each month at 16 High St.,
Boscawen, NH 03303 at 7:30 p.m.

Richard Hollins, 13 Woodbury Lane,
Boscawen, NH 03303; Phone: 796-2207

Town
Held 2nd Tuesday

Boscawen Sanitary Landfill

Code

Harold Hamilton; Phone: 753-9451

Woodbury Lane, Boscawen,

Public

Noon

of

Meetings

March, Boscawen

Town

Hall

Corn Hill Road; Hours: Wednesday & Saturday 7:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m. (Dump sticker required obtained from Town Clerk)

—

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Department
Chief, 19 High

Police

Mark

Pepler,

Boscawen,
Secretary;

NH 03303; Norma Houston,
Phone: 796-2277 (Emergency),

796-2288 (Administration)

— 796-2277
— 796-2222
Penacook Rescue Squad — 225-3355
Police

Street,

Fire

Town
of

Boscawen

annual report
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APPRECIATION

ROBERT

G.

KENEVAL

Boscawen Historical Society Charter Member, Treasurer 1967-Present
responsible for maps
Chairman, Boscawen History Committee
published in History of Town of Boscawen 1933-1983
Boscawen Post Office Committee Chairman 1976-Present
Responsible for helping to keep Boscawen Post Office open for public.
Representative to Central N.H. Regional Planning Commission 1970-1983
Boscawen Checklist Supervisor 1968-Present
Boscawen Budget Committee 1986-Present
Boscawen Fence Viewer 1957-Present
Boscawen Planning Board 1967-1978
Outstanding devotion to the Community.

—

—

STEENBEKE & SONS,

INC.

It was just two years before the federal government's interstate
highway program came into being that James and Mary Steenbeke left
their New York City restaurant business in search of a better place to raise

their three sons.

In 1954 Boscawen, New Hampshire, the town they chose, was a
crossroads north of Concord. It was there that state highways 3 and 4
forked away from each other, 3 going north to the White Mountains and 4

going west toward Vermont.
James Steenbeke purchased a general store and a house on Route 4. At
that time Boscawen had three other stores, all of them fairly well
restricted to groceries; with Concord a good 30 minutes away, Steenbeke's
fulfilled a need for a store that would sell not only groceries but gasoline,
kerosene, some simple building supplies such as nuts and bolts, and
clothing and shoes.

Steenbeke put his family to work planting corn and potatoes and taking
care of 2,000 laying hens. Steenbeke's store sold eggs, homegrown
vegetables, meat (even chicken from their own small farm), grain, salt
licks, and medicine for cows.
Steenbeke's Grocery Store, as it was then called, did $50,000 in business
in its first year, but, when Interstate 93 built past Boscawen in 1960, the
days of the general store were numbered. It was sheer accident that, three
years earlier, Steenbeke had become involved with lumber, the principal
concern of the company today.
A local sawmill operator told Steenbeke that he knew of someone in
need of a load of finished lumber. Arrangements were made to pick up the
load at a wholesaler and it was delivered to the builder. Steenbeke saw
that the potential for profit was greater in lumber than it had been in
eggs, so he took lumber on as another line. Early in the 1960s Steenbeke
even became a contractor for a time, building summer homes that, in
those blissful days of low inflation, sold for $6,000.
Steenbeke's three sons, who attended the University of New Hampshire
(two of them worked with other corporations) all eventually came to work
in the growing retail lumber business, and with them, the founder went
into the "home center" concept, pulling all the separate functions
plumbing, electrical, paint, and other building supplies together under
,

—

one roof.
Steenbeke & Sons was one of the first enterprises in New Hampshire to
develop the home center concept, and it now is one of the 300 largest
building material dealers in the country. During the 1970s, the firm

expanded into three other

New Hampshire

towns and today employs

nearly 100 people. The original general store still stands across the street
from the main building on Boscawen's Route 4, a complex that includes a
retail store of 20,000 square feet and facilities to manufacture roof and
floor trusses, doors,

windows, and counter

tops.
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TOWN

OFFICERS

1988

MODERATOR

Rick Trombly

SELECTMEN
Douglas R. Supry, Chairman
Sandra E. Brodeur

Term
Term
Term

Thomas Danko

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Expires 1990
Expires 1991
Expires 1989

Sherlene B. Fisher

Sandra Loughery*

SELECTMEN'S SECRETARY

Betsy Keenan

TOWN CLERK

Barbara Holmes 1988

TREASURER

Patricia Knight 1988

COLLECTOR OF TAXES

Phyllis

Hewey

Carl

Glover

OVERSEER OF THE CHECKLIST
William Bevans

Robert G. Kenevel

S.

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief Mark Pepler
Officer Mark Barton
Officer David Croft
Officer Kevin Roy
Police

Spec. Officer Richard Doucet
Spec. Officer George Cushman
Spec. Officer Robert Bunnell

School Crossing

Department Secretary

Guard

— Vernon Merchant

Elizabeth N. Houston

HEALTH OFFICER
LIFE SAFETY

John Dagata

CODE OFFICER

Harold Hamilton

LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Mary Weeks
Dorothy Sanborn

Alma Dean
Lucile Carlson,

'
:

Chairman /.

Joseph Bowes

FOREST FIRE WARDEN

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

1989
1990
1990
1991
1991

Roland Bartlett— Appointed

DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
Ray R. Fisher
Mark Bailey
Robert York

Craig Nixon
Alan Perkins
*
Roger C. Sanborn
*

OFFICIAL WEIGHERS
Roger C. Sanborn
Charlie Scheys
Robert A. Davis

Fred Supry
Agnes M. Marshall

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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SURVEYORS OF
Charles

WOOD AND LUMRER

Rrown

William Railey,

Fred Egounis

Jr.

FENCE VIEWERS
Robert Kenevel

James Steenbeke,

Jr.

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Kathleen J aworski

Cynthia Houston

Doris Silver, Treas.

RUDGET COMMITTEE
*

Ellsworth Morton

*

Florence

Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires

Danko

William Bevans
James F. Colby
Robert Keneval
Ronald Reed, Chairman
Janet

Moore

William Harmon

1988
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1991
1991

PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR

Richard Hollins— Appointed

SEXTON OF CEMETERIES

Richard Hollins— Appointed

TRAILER PARK INSPECTOR

Robert Knowlton

CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR

Earl Houston

PLANNING BOARD
Member ex-officio
Term Expires April 14, 1989
Term Expires April 14, 1989
Term Expires May 31, 1989
Term Expires May 3, 1990
Term Expires May 6, 1991
Term Expires May 6, 1991
Term Expires May 6, 1991

Douglas R. Supry
*Barry Cass
Joy Sloane
+ Robert Knowlton
+ Rebecca Gauthier

Ronald Butler

Edward Brodeur, Chairman
Gene Bushey
Alternates

Term
Term
Term

Cynthia Houston
Sally Allard

Doreen Sumner
Planning Board Secretary

Expires April 14, 1989
Expires April 14, 1989
Expires April 14, 1989
Pamela Davis
*

+ Town

Representative

to

the

Central

Carmen J. Osgood

New Hampshire

Regional

Planning Commission

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Claudia Damon, Chairman
Kenneth Marshall
John Dominic
Richard Rineer
Roger W. Sanborn

Term'Expires April

6,

1989

Term Expires April 17, 1989
Term Expires October 22, 1989
Term Expires May 9, 1990
Term Expires May 6, 1991
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Alternates

Term Expires October 22,
Term Expires April 16,
Term Expires April 17,
Term Expires May 9,
Term Expires May 6,

Joan Heath
Marie Sherman
Carl Woodward
Edward Downer
Frederick Egounis
Zoning Board Secretary

Pam

1989
1990
1990
1990
1991
Davis

*Carmen J. Osgood

ZONING OFFICER

Robert Knowlton

PARKS & RECREATION COMMITTEE
Sue Rineer
Richard Hollins

Mark Pepler
Sandra Loughery
James Moore
* Walter Bowen
Derek Sawyer
Susan Earnshaw
*

*Janice Steenbeke

Louise McLaughlin, Chairman

Thomas Danko

Term Expires April 17, 1990
Term Expires April 22, 1990
Term Expires April 22, 1990
Term Expires April 22, 1990
Term Expires May 6, 1990
Term Expires April 14, 1991
Term Expires August 31, 1991
Term Expires August 31, 1991
Term Expires August 31, 1991
Term Expires October 28, 1991
Member ex-officio

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
*

Gregory Homan
Rene Bollengier,

Jr

Douglas Hartford

Edward Damon, Chairman
Edward Damon, Chairman
Ronald Butler
*Todd West
Martha Crete
Charles Jaworski

Dean Toulas

Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires

1988
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991

POLICE COMMISSION
Donald Welcome, Sr
John Lemeris
John Hollins
Claire Clark,

Chairman

Norma Heinz
Thomas Danko

,

Term Expires 1989
Term Expires 1990
Term Expires 1990
Term Expires 1991
Term Expires 1991
Member ex-officio

BOSCAWEN'S REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT
Rick A. Trombly
7 Park Street

Boscawen,
753-9059
*

Resigned

NH 03303

Elizabeth Millard
137 Water Street

Boscawen,

NH 03303
796-2231

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN

BOSCAWEN FIRE DEPARTMENT
CHIEF
Roland D.

Bartlett

DEPUTY CHIEFS
Ray R.

Robert York

ENGINE CO. NO.

Leonard Miner, Sr.
Harold Hamilton
Robert Welcome, Jr.
Leonard O'Keefe
Leonard O'Keefe

Fisher

ENGINE CO. NO.

1

2
Craig Nixon

Captains
Lieutenants
Engineers

Jack Pillsbury

Clerks
Treasurers

Peter Kenney
Lester Colby

Mark Bailey

John Ayers
Dix Bailey

Bernie Cornell
Daniel Cornell
James Cornell

Everett Blaise

Roland Folsom
* Robert Head
Charles Jaworski

Asa Maynard
Ronald McDaniels
Francis O'Keefe
Paul O'Keefe
Lorenzo Pouliot, Jr.

Donald Stickney
Robert Welcome,

William Drew
* Douglas Egounis
Frederick Egounis
Michael Fisher
Richard Gilman
*

Jr.

Carl S. Glover, Jr.
Carlos Goncalves

Timothy Kenney
Reginald LaClair
Michael Littlefield

Thomas Welcome

*

David Maze

Michael Perry
* Roger Sanborn
Michael Sweeney
*

Resigned

Gus Swenson
Gordon Welch

.
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The

State of

New Hampshire

TOWN WARRANT
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
To

10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

the Inhabitants of the Town of Boscawen in the
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:

County

of Mer-

rimack

You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said Boscawen on
Tuesday, the Fourteenth day of March, next at Ten of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1

To choose

all

necessary

Town

Officers for the year ensuing.

2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.

3.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to take such
may be necessary to negotiate an agreement with the State of

action as

New Hampshire and

the Town of Canterbury to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed thirty three thousand four hundred dollars ($33,400.00)
to have the Boscawen- Canterbury Bridge demolished and removed.
Estimated cost not to exceed two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000.00)
with the funding split for the State/Towns at 2/3 State and 1/3 being
shared equally between Boscawen and Canterbury.

sum

4.

To see if the Town

will vote to authorize the

Town

Selectmen to negotiate

Webster and to raise and appropriate a
sum not to exceed fourteen hundred dollars ($1,400.00) to install a chain
link fence at Beaver Dam Cemetery with the cost being shared equally
an agreement with the

with the

Town

of

of Webster. Boscawen's share not to exceed fourteen

hundred dollars ($1,400.00) with the withdrawal of this amount from the
interest accumulated on the Cemetery Improvement Fund.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed one hundred and forty four thousand dollars ($144,000.00) for the
purchase of a new Class A combination pumper fire truck. This truck will
replace the 1969 Ford Pumper/ Tanker which will be sold by sealed bid
with the Selectmen reserving the right to accept or reject any or all bids.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) for the purchase of a police

cruiser.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed eight thousand five hundred dollars ($8,500.00) to help support
the Penacook Rescue Squad for its emergency medical services and rescue
operations in the Town.

8.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate a sum not

to

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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exceed six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) for the services of the Concord
Regional Visiting Nurse Association.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) toward the operating expenses
two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00)
of the Penacook Centers
for the Youth Center and five hundred dollars ($500.00) for the Senior
Center.

—

10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed three thousand forty seven dollars ($3,047.00) for the services to
low income residents of Boscawen through the Concord Area Center
Community Action Program, Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc.

11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed one thousand eight hundred and sixty dollars ($1,860.00) to con-

tribute to a regional

Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program

provided that the Board of Selectmen approves the terms of the Town's
participation in the Program. This Program will enhance the proper
disposal of hazardous household products such as paint thinner, solvents,
pesticides

and the

like.

12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed four hundred sixty dollars ($460.00) as Boscawen's share of the
updating of the Solid Waste Management Plan of the Central New Hamp-

shire Solid
13.

To

Waste

see

if

District.

the

Town

exceed two hundred

and appropriate a sum not to
($250.00) for the purpose of Town

will vote to raise

fifty dollars

beautification.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate
an agreement to acquire ten ± (10) acres of land adjacent to the landfill
to be used in conjunction with the transfer station at a cost not to exceed
forty thousand ($40,000.00). Money to be taken from the transfer station
bond. (2/3 ballot vote)
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen on
behalf of the Town, to enact ordinances concerning the supervision and
regulation of the collection, transportation, delivery and disposition of all
or part of any solid waste generated within the Town so that the same is
delivered to a designated resource recovery facility or such other facilities
as may be designated by the Town for processing or for other disposition
or handling.

To see if the Town will vote pursuant to RSA 674 to adopt the 1988
Code in ordinance form for its administration. Said ordinance
would repeal the 1981 Life Safety Code as adopted at Boscawen Town
meeting, March 10, 1981 The full text of said ordinance is on file with the
16.

Life Safety

.

Town

Clerk and will be available at

Town

meeting.

1988
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17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation Commission to negotiate for and acquire in the name of the Town suitable
parcels of land adjoining the Town Forest and to direct that such parcels
so acquired be designated as part of the Town Forest, subject to the
approval of the Selectmen. Funds in the Town Forest management furd
may be used for this purpose and may be contributed in connection with
such acquisitions to the local matching portion required for acquiring
conservation land or interests in land and other costs associated therewith
for permanent conservation use under the N.H. Land Investment Program (LCIP), RSA 221-A. If the income from the Town Forest exceeds
four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) in any fiscal year, commencing with the
1989 fiscal year, the Conservation Commission shall recommend to the
Selectmen whether such excess over four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) is
necessary for the expansion or maintenance of the Town Forest or other
conservation uses and the Selectmen shall determine whether such excess
over four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) shall be (I) retained in the Town
Forest Management fund for expansion or maintenance of the Town
Forest, (II) placed in a conservation fund established under Town Forest,
(III) placed in a conservation fund established under RSA 36-A for the
proper utilization and protection of the natural resources and for the protection of the watershed resources of the Town, including the acquisition
of land and rights in land, and from which funds may be contributed to
the local matching portion and other costs associated with the LCIP or
(IV) returned to the general fund.

18.

To

see

if

the

Town will vote to empower the Selectmen to borrow
may be necessary to meet current expenses of the

such sums of money as

Town
19.

until the taxes are paid to the Treasurer.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to give the Selectmen authority to

by the Town in default of Redemption from
Tax Sale or otherwise acquired and such sale to be at public auction
with the Selectmen reserving the right to accept or reject any or all bids.
transfer or sell property taken

the

20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to make
application for and to accept and to expend on behalf of the Town any
and all advances, grants, or other funds for Town purposes which may
now or hereinafter be forthcoming from the U.S.A. or the State of New
Hampshire or any Federal or State agency.
21.

and

to

Town
22.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept

expend on behalf of the

Town

private gifts

and contributions

for

purposes.

To

meeting.

transact

any other business which may

legally

come before

this

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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Given under our hands and seal, this 24th day of February,
Lord nineteen hundred and eighty nine.

in the year

of our

Douglas R. Supry, Chairman
Sandra E. Brodeur

Selectmen

Thomas Danko

Boscawen

of

14th March, 1989

We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named,
meet at time and place and for the purpose within mentioned, by
posting up an attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting
within named, and a like attested copy at Town Hall and Carey's Market
being a public place in said Town, on the 14th day of February, 1989.
to

Douglas R. Supry, Chairman
Sandra E. Brodeur

Selectmen

Thomas Danko

Boscawen

of
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Conservation Commission
PenacOok Community Centers

(S.A.)

Debt Service
Principal of

Bonds

&

Long-Term

Notes

—
& Notes
—

Expense
Long-Term Bonds
Interest Expense
Interest

Tax Anticipation Notes
Capital Outlay
Police Cruiser (S.A.)

Computer

(S.A.)

Pickup Truck,

Mower, Plow (S.A.)
Underground Fuel Tanks (S.A.)
Concord Reg. Solid
Waste Coop. (S.A.)
Blue Print Machine (S.A.)

Town Beautification

—

(S.A.)

Septic System
Town Hall (S.A.)*

30,000

7,150

150,000

150,000

Miscellaneous

Municipal Sewer Department
FICA, Retirement &
Pension Contributions
Insurance

Unemployment Compensation
Solid Waste Transfer
Bond Issue*
Station

—

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

190,800
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The Board of Selectmen would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone for their cooperation and patience throughout this past year. It
has been an especially challenging one for all of us.
The revaluation process was particularly difficult, generating some
confusion and discrepancies which have been corrected. We will be continually updating our files and records; this activity is a necessary function

which benefits everyone.

Many changes have and are about to take place in our community. It is
our hope that we have adequately prepared in the planning for these
changes to provide ease in transition. One example is the way that our
waste will be handled, with attention being given to separation and
recycling, a tedious task designed to reduce tonage, costs and protect our

solid

environment.
With the updating of the Master Plan and the upgrading of the Planning and Zoning regulations our community will be well equipped to
enter into discussions with the representatives of the largest development
ever to be presented to the Town.
There are several articles on this year's warrant that will greatly
enhance the administrative ability of town officers in carrying out their
appointed duties. The Selectmen urge your thoughtful consideration.
Boscawen has much to be proud and thankful for, not the least of
which is our employees, board members, commission members and
volunteers. It is their willing efforts and attention to detail that have produced the efficient atmosphere that we have all become accustomed to
and appreciate. We thank you all.

Boscawen Board

of Selectmen

Thomas Danko
Sandra E. Brodeur
Douglas R. Supry, Chairman

1988
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
General Government

Town officers' salaries
Town officers' expenses

28,600
66,750
4,950
3,200
3,800
3,500
15,035
7,500
6,000

Election and Registration expenses

Cemeteries
General Government Buildings
Reappraisal of property
Planning and Zoning
Legal Expenses
Advertising and Regional Association
Public Safety

135,800
46,265

Department
Department

Police

Fire

1,550

Civil Defense

Safety

Code

500

Officer

Highways, Street, Bridges
Town Maintenance
General Highway Department Expenses

146,060
7,000
800

Street Lighting

Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal

15,300

Health
Health Department
Animal Control

800
250
75

Vital Statistics

Penacook Rescue Squad

8,000
6,000

(Art. 9)

VNA
Hazardous Waste

823

Coll. Prog. (Art. 14)

Welfare
General Assistance

CAP (Art.

13,800
2,400

11)

Culture and Recreation
:
Library
Parks and Recreation
Patriotic Purposes
Conservation Commission
Penacook C&RS— Yth 2500,

9,030
10,950
1,800

'.

Town Beautification
Debt Service
Interest

Expense

Sr.

500

250

(Art. 15)

— Tax Anticipation Notes

Capital Outlav
Pickup Truck,

Mower, Plow— Hwy Dept. (Art.
Two Underground Fuel Storage Tanks (Art. 4)
Police Cruiser (Art. 6)

Computer

240
3,000

(Art. 12)

(Art. 7)

Blueprint Machine (Art. 13) (RS 501)

30,000

3)

22,000
25,000
15,000
3,500
695

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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V* Septic

— Town Hall (Art. 16)
— Bond Issue — Spec. Town Mtg

System

Transfer Sta.

30,000
500,000

Miscellaneous

Municipal Sewer Department
FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions
Insurance

Unemployment Compensation
Concord Reg. Solid Waste/ Resource

150,000
24,000
100,650

850
Rec. Coop. (Art. 8)

Total Appropriations

9,180
1,460,903

Sources of Revenue

Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes

19,800
42
4,000
12,000

—

Intergovernmental Revenues State
Shared Revenue-Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax

Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land VA/45630

DWI Grant
and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees

44,215
45,372
8
770
2,259

Licenses

Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees

Charges For Services
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Income from Trust Funds
Fines

Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund

Payment
Payment

in lieu of taxes

in lieu of

— Hydro

taxes— Elektrisola Val. 2,691,300

Total Revenues and Credits

216,000
900
500
2,200
2,400

27,000
4,675
1,500
300

500,000
150,000
501
84,803
45,429
1,164,674

1988
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TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations
Total Revenues and Credits
Net Town Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessment(s)
County Tax Assessment
Total of Town, School and County
Total Rusiness Profits fax Reimbursement
War Service Credits

DEDUCT
ADD
ADD Overlay-

Property Taxes

To Re Raised

1,460,903
1,164,674
296,229
1,693,831
203,405
2,193,465
83,118
15,500
51,026
2,176,873

PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION
$128,961,660 x 16.88 = $2,176,873

TAX COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
A

Property Taxes to be Raised
R Gross Percent and/or Service Areas Taxes
C Total (a + b)

D
E

Less War Service Credits
Total Tax Commitment

MUNICIPAL TAX RATE RREAKDOWN

2,176,873
77,958
2,254,831
15,500
2,239,331

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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Estimated

War
1.

Service Tax Credits
Paraplegic, double amputees
owning specially adapted

Limits

Number

Tax Credits

Unlimited

EXEMPT

$ 3,500

homesteads with V.A.
assistance
2.

Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their spouses
or widows, and the widows
of veterans who died or were
killed on active duty.

$700

3.

Other war service credits

$ 50

240

12,000

XXX

245

$15,500

Total

Number and amount

Will your town
If yes,

number

assess, levy

assessed

and

collect resident taxes in 1988?

Yes

1980 x $10 = $19,800

TAX RATE VALUATION
Local Assessed Valuation on which tax rate(s) for your
governmental units will be computed.

$104,435,458

1988
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AUDITOR'S REPORT

ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION

CARRI, PLODZIK, SANDERSON
Professional Association

193 North Main Street
New Hampshire 03301

Concord,

We
Town
listed

have examined the general purpose financial statements of the
Boscawen as of and for the year ended December 31, 1987, as
in the table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance
of

with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as

we

considered necessary in the circumstances.

As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts, which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the
General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group
of Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the
above paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the Town of Boscawen at
December 31, 1987, and the results of its operations for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining
and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part
of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Boscawen.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the examination of the general purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion,

is

fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the general

purpose financial statements taken
Carri, Plodzik, Sanderson
Professional Association

April 16, 1988

„

as a

whole.
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1988

VALUE

DESCRIPTION
1.

Town Hall, Lands and Buildings— M 81D L21
Furniture and Equipment

2. Libraries,

Lands and Buildings— M 81D L12

Furniture and Equipment
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

Department M 81D L71
Equipment
Fire Department M 183C L81
Equipment
Highway Department, Land and Bldg. M 81D L44
Equipment
Materials and Supplies
Town Office, Lands and Bldg. M 81D L71
Furniture and Equipment
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds M 81 L01/02
Sanitary Landfill M81D L94
Oaklawn Dev. Recreation Area M 79 L66
Greenspace Map 183C/Lot 122X off Sweatt St

Police

Greenspace Map 183C/Lot 122Z off Sweatt St
Town Pound-North Water Street M94 L41A
Map 81/Lot 4 off E/S Rt. 3
Map 47/Lot 38 N/S Water Street
Map 81D/Lot 37 W/S Rte. 4 "Schoolhouse Lot"

Land & Bldgs. Acquired— Tax Collect. Deeds
Weir Property Map 83/Lot 49
Barnard/Eastman Map 43/Lot 2
Champagne Property Map 81/Lot 019A
Martin Property Map 183D/Lot 31
Map 49/Lot 13, Land between R.R. & River

$

112,600
2,300
180,700
7,000
83,700
24,486
148,400
118,628
81,400
141,768
176,100
15,500
202,300
107,200
4,800
3,200
3,300
500
7,800
40,300
20,200

16. All

Map 49/Lot 14, off E/S Route 3
Map 49/Lot 15, E/S Route 3
Map 79/Lot 1, Land off W/S Route 3
Map 81/Lot 32, Land, Queen Street
Map 81/Lot 17, Land off E/S Queen Street
Map 83/Lot 58, Land off W/S Queen St
Map 183C/Lot 38, S/S Eel St
Map 183D/Lot 133, Land off S/S Rte. 93 access
Map 81B/Lot 51 Land off No. Main St

TOTAL

194,100
113,400
23,000
1,200
15,000
32,000
19,700
9,000
19,500
7,400
4,000
42,900
600
2,000

$1,965,982

1988
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION

Value of Land Only
A. Current Use
(at current use values)
B. Residential
C. Commercial/Industrial
D. Total of Taxable Land
E.

Tax Exempt
$
(

3,245,300)

& Non

Taxable

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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1988

BREAKDOWN OF ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS
$510,000
330,000
440,000

51 at 10,000
22 at 15,000

22 at 20,000

TOTAL

$1,280,000

CURRENT USE REPORT
Applicants

Granted

FARM LAND
FOREST LAND
WILD LAND
Productive

WET LAND
Total

in

Prior Years

Total

No. of Acres

No. of Acres

1,665.84
3,493.03

1,665.84
3,493.03

3,908.19
546.76

3,908.19
546.76

Number of Acres Taken Out of Current Use During Year

1988
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FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS
Taxes:

—
—

current year ( 1 988)
Property taxes
current year (1988)
Resident taxes
current year ( 1 988)
Yield taxes
previous years
Property and yield taxes
previous years
Resident taxes
current & prior years
Land use change tax

—

—

—

—

Interest and penalties on taxes
Tax sales redeemed
Motor vehicle permit fees

$1

,

141

,

704

16,481
5 758
256, 120
,

2,460
798
12,061
44,370
226,210

Total taxes collected and remitted

$1,705,962

Licenses and Permits

Dog licenses

1,033

Business licenses, permits and filing fees
All other licenses, permits and fees

1,152

392
2,577

Total

From

the State of

New

Hampshire:
127,333
45,372

Shared revenue

Highway block grant
All other State grants:

Forest
Police

&

Lands

— $2,259
RR Tax — $15

—

$567
2,841

175,546

Total

Revenue from Charges
Sewer charges

for Services:

122,077
122,077

Total
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Sale of city/ town property
sewer
Special assessments
Interest on investments:
Int.
$40,945
$1,490
Int. Trust Funds
Int. Sewer $8,274

—

—

18,561
1,790

—

Payments in lieu of taxes
Rents and royalties
Other miscellaneous revenue

50,709
84,803
2,490
6,037
164,390

Total

Other Financing Sources:
Proceeds of bond issues
Total

500,000
500,000

1988
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Non- Revenue Receipts:
Tax anticipation notes
Yield tax security deposits

Other non-revenue receipts:
Sewer reimb.
$7,503
New Trust Funds
$950
Sewer overrun
$7,641
Town Hall Sec. Dep. $1,180

500,000
445

—
—
—

Total

17,274

30

Parks and recreation

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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School

district(s) tax(es)

payable

Town Hall security deposits

885,307
804
1,619,729

Total Liabilities
Fund balance
Current Surplus

—

$1,619,729
243,681

GRAND TOTAL

$1,863,410

LOANS
Amount

No.

IN ANTICIPATION

OF TAXES

1988
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TOWN

CLERK'S REPORT

JANUARY 1 THROUGH DECEMBER 31,

1988
$226,210.00
1,032.50
378.00
312.00
295.00

3,736 Auto Permits
221 Dog Licenses
189 Land Fill Permits
24 Marriage Licenses
20 Bad Check Fees
11 Election Fees
Paid to Treasurer

13.00

$228,240.50

VITAL STATISTICS
Births

Marriages
Deaths

Barbara M. Holmes

Town

Clerk

37
26
134

1988
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary
Fiscal

of Tax Accounts
Year Ended December 31, 1988

DR.

—
Levies Of:

Uncollected Taxes

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN
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—

CR.
Levies Of:

Remitted

to Treasurer

During

Fiscal Year:

Property Taxes
Resident Taxes

Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes

Sewer Rents
Special Sewer Assessment
Interest on Yield Taxes
Interest on Sewer Rent
Interest on Taxes
Penalties on Resident Tax
Abatements Allowed:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Sewer Rents
Uncollected Taxes End of Fiscal Year
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Special Sewer Assessment

TOTAL CREDITS

1988
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal

Year Ended December 31, 1988

— DR. —
Levies of Tax Sale Accounts to Others

Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Taxes sold to Others

1987

—

$40,357.77
Outside Bidder
562.26
Interest Collected After Tax Sale
112.50
Redemption Cost:

During Fiscal Year:
Holding in Escrow

—

TOTAL DEBITS

$41,032.53

—
Remittances

Redemptions

to

CR.

1986

Previous
Years

$6,307.70

$14,001.20

1.362.48
48.97
7.10

5,270.47
63.90

$7,726.25

$19,335.57

—

Purchasers During Fiscal Year:

9
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TREASURER'S REPORT
January

— January

Cash on Hand

Receipts:
Phyllis Hewey,

1

1

,

— December 31,

1988

$

Tax Collector

Barbara Holmes, Town Clerk
State of N.H.
Trailer Park Permit Fees
Rent of Town Property
I nterest on I nvestments
Income from Departments
Franklin District Court
Fines
Loans in Anticipation of Taxes
Bank of NH
N.H. Municipal Bond Bank
r
New Trust Funds

—

—

Tax Security Deposits
Sewer
Overrun Costs

Yield

—

Town Hall,
Payment
Sale of

1988
683,458

1,603,618
228,242
175,546

840
2 490
49 2 1
,

,

5,335

408
500,000
500,000
950
445
7,641
1,180
84,803
18,561
1,490
7,503

Security Deposits
in Lieu of Taxes

Town Property

Income from Trust Funds
Sewer
Refurb. Accounts

—

Total Receipts

3,188,271

Total Available

3,871,729

Less Selectmen's Orders Paid

3,293,320

528,618

Cash on Hand

— December 31,

1988

$

578,409

Patricia C. Knight, Treasurer

1988
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES

—

1988

General Government
Financial Administration
$

Salaries

37,117

846
348

Office Expenses

1

& Travel
Utilities & Telephone
Carri, Plodzik & Sanderson

173
4,100

Meetings

Town Reassessment

& Legal
Upton, Sanders

,

43,584
50,000

Judicial

& Smith

Advertising

Merrimack County Registry Deeds

5,636
768
232
6,636

Town

Buildings

Salaries

Materials

& Supplies

Utilities

New Equipment

& Maintenance

Repairs

1,200
182
2,155

412
369
4,318

Central Administration
Salaries

Office Supplies
Utilities

Building Maintenance
Equipment Rental

Equipment Maintenance
Telephone
Postage
Meetings

& Travel

39,665
4,305
1,552
348
1,202
301
2,299
2,500
76
52,248

Planning

&

Zoning

Salaries

2,918

Office Supplies
Advertising
Printing

1,065
1,864

Building Maintenance

Dues

900

911
2,700
10,358

Planning

& Zoning Study

6,000

1
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Election

&

Registration

Ballot Clerks

400

Printing
Election Meals

3,437
541

Municipal Computer Service

855
225

Advertising
Postage

51

5,509

&

Advertising
Regional
Monitor Publishing Co.

331
750
279
232

NH Municipal Assn.
Various Dues
Meetings

1,592

Cemeteries
Salaries

4,327
10
26

Flowers
Miscellaneous

4,364
Public Safety
Police Department

112,418

Salaries
Less: Outside Detail

-6,161

Cruiser Maintenance

Radio Maintenance
Training & Dues

Photography Expense
Telephone
Uniforms
Office Expense

-

106,257
7,468
1,324
611
308
3,348
1,508
1 55
1,348
1,897
11,829
,

Equipment
Building Maintenance
Merrimack County Dispatch Ctr.

137,449
Fire

Department

Salaries
Utilities

Radio Maintenance
Truck Maintenance

&

Expense

Building Supplies

Turnout Gear Maintenance
Dispatch, Insurance

Hose Maintenance
Training & Dues
Equipment

14,616
7,049
2,548
2,285
624
2,459
6,153

680
934
9,286
46,634

1988
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Civil Defense

Salary

500
244

Telephone

744
Safety Code Officer
Salary
Supplies

500
19

519

Highways,

Streets and Bridges
(General Maintenance)

Salaries

74,582
6,735

Gasoline
Utilities

1,241

Salt

Materials & Supplies
Repairs to Equipment
Road Oil, Cold Patch

10,495
9,416
9,306
27,243

139,018
Sidewalks, Street Lighting and Trees
Street Lighting
W.M. Cook & Son Trees

—

8,578
1,000

Sidewalk Plowing

900
10,478

Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal
Salaries

Repairs

14,841

& Maintenance

1

,

882

16,723

Hazardous Household Waste

823

Sewer
Salaries

Supplies

2,160
7,849
10,009

Health
Salary
Supplies

Meetings
Vital Statistics

800
71

30
70
971

Visiting Nurse Assn.

5,501
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Animal Control

Human

225

Services

Medical Care
Landlords, Vendors,
Meetings & Travel

36
Utilities

13,043

644
13,723

Community Action Program

2,400

Penacook Rescue Squad

8,000

Culture & Recreation
Library
Parks

&

9,030

Other Recreation

Salaries

3,000

Utilities

507
426

Supplies

Transportation

Maintenance & Purchases

4,092
439
8,464

Conservation Commission

Dues

135
40
48

Advertising
Supplies

223
Patriotic Purposes

Boscawen Old Home Day
Flags

— Cemeteries

Penacook Celebration Committee

1500
90
200
1,790

Penacook Community Centers

3,000

Debt Service
Interest

— Tax Antic. Note
— Tax Antic Note

Principal

.

Miscellaneous
FICA, Retirement, Medicare
Insurance

Unemployment Compensation
Taxes bought by

Town

Discounts, Statements, Refunds
Payments to Trustees of Trust Funds
Trailer Park Inspection Fees

22,750
500 000
,

20,297
52,001
800
40,358
6,196

950
840

1988
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—

Refunds & Payments
Refunds of Town Hall Sec Deposits

Yield Tax

770
943

.

123,155
Capital Outlay
Repairs to Torrent Fire Station
Sewer Extension
Police Cruiser
Solid Waste Transfer Station

Computer
Mower, Pickup Truck
Underground Fuel Tanks
Concord Regional Solid Waste Coop.
Blue Print Machine

Town Beautification
Septic System — Town Hall
Transfer Station

— (Bond Issue)

1

,

500

2,500
15,000
3,916
3,500
21,071
21,785
9, 178
695
120
7, 150
43,594

130,009

Payments
State:

to

Others

Dog Licenses & Marriage License Fees

Taxes Paid to County

Penacook-Boscawen Water Precinct
Merrimack Valley School District

422
203,405
79,371
1,507,225
1,790,453

Sewer Users Fund

TOTAL PAYMENTS ALL PURPOSES

126,620
$3,293,320
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BOSCAWEN PUBLIC LIBRARY
The total circulation of books and periodicals for 1988 was 8,243. Four
hundred fifty-six (456) new books were purchased and two hundred fiftyone (251) were donated. We thank the mrny individual contributors and
the Boscawen Women's Club.
A Betty Nardini Trust Fund was established according to her wishes.
The O. Peter Lessard Fund was closed and new books purchased in his
memory.

summer reading program. A
began on a trial basis with Trudy Bantal volunteering as
narrator. Her time and interest is greatly appreciated.
Librarians Mrs. Barbara Keegan and Mrs. Bunny Randlett have
enjoyed serving you and look forward to your continuing patronage.
Fifty-seven children participated in the

story time

LIBRARY HOURS
Main Library
Branch Library

Tuesday
Thursday

2:30-5:00 P.M.
3:00-7:00 P.M.

Monday

3:30-6:30 P.M.
3:30-700 P.M.

Wednesday
Lucile A. Carlson, Chairperson
Library Board of Trustees

BOSCAWEN PUBLIC LIBRARY
1988
$3,400

Salaries

Social Security

Unemployment
Electricity

Telephone
Oil

Workmen's Comp.
Treasurer's Bond
Treasurer's Expenses
Trustees Association

Books
Supplies

Maintenance
Miscellaneous

TOTAL
Less Estimated

Income

1989

.

1988
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BOSCAWEN PUBLIC LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT
Balance 1/1/88

$

308.22

$

150.00
499.35
72.15
72.15
109.44
127.03
7,030.00

General Income
Balance 1/1/88
Kimball Trust
Holmes Trust
Buxton Trust
Buxton Trust
Library Grant
Now Account Interest

Town

$8,060.12

General Expenditures
Salaries

$3,470.92
548.99
419.38
235.98
759.92
276 00
40.00
50.00
44.84
923.49
187.83

Social Security
Electricity

Telephone
Oil

Workmen's Comp
Treasurer's Bond
Water

.

Treasurer's Expense

Maintenance
Miscellaneous

$6,957.35

Balance 1/1/89

1,102.77

Book Account Income
Balance 1/1/88
Mrs. John Kimball Trust

$

Harry K. White Trust
Lizzie Choate Trust
Martha Knowles Trust
Mary K. Colby Trust
Thornton Trust
Lessard Book Account (closed out)

177.42
5.77
144.27
196. 58
536.88
33.58
146.37
29.00
2,000.00

Fines

Town

$3,569.87

Book Account Expense
Balance 1/1/89

$3,437.33
132.54
Gerrish Trust

Balance 1/1/88
Interest

$

288.58

Expended
Balance 1/1/89

288.58

46
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HUMAN SERVICE
January
Dispersals for 1988:
Applica

1 to

OFFICER'S REPORT

December

31, 1988
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FIRE

DEPARTMENT REPORT

In 1988 the Boscawen Fire Department responded to 132 calls; this is
8% decrease over 1987's 143 responses.
You'll find firemen just about every Monday night at the fire stations.
Department training continues with training programs at Fitzwilliam's
Drill Yard, Lakes Region Mutual Aid Association, Capital Area Fire
Mutual Aid Compact and the State of New Hampshire Fire Standards and
Training Commission. Training also includes department training on a
volunteer and mandatory basis. Other firemen have completed the one
hundred hour course, "Certified Fire Fighter One."

an

I would like to "THANK" all the officers and firefighters for their
cooperation, effort, understanding and time devoted to the Department
this past year and a "SPECIAL THANKS" to the employers who let the
firefighters respond to emergency situations during working hours.
Remember: If you have any fire related problem at any time, do not

hesitate to call the Fire

Department.
Fire

Phone Numbers:

(1)

225-3355
796-2222

Respectfully submitted,

Chief Roland "Joe" Bartlett

BOSCAWEN FIRE DEPARTMENT
1988

Operating Salaries

1989

1988
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1987 and June 1988, we experienced more fires than
normal. The three leading causes of forest fires were again children, fires
kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris
burning. All causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire
prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of
State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regulations;
however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest
law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden, Concord Forest Protection Headuarters at (603) 271-2217, or local Forest Ranger.
On January 1, 1989, the Deceptive Forestry Business Practices Law
(RSA 224:54) goes into effect. This law, in summary, states that a person
is guilty of a misdemeanor if, in the course of buying or selling a forest
product, uses a false weight or measure for falsely determining any
quality of quantity of a forest product. For more information, contact one
of the persons mentioned above.

FOREST FIRE STATISTICS
Number Fires Statewide
Acres Burned Statewide
Cost of Suppression

—

1988
498
509 10
.

$78, 144.93

District

Fires Reported

Acres Burned
Cost of Suppression

Richard

S.

Chase

Forest Ranger

53
34
$12,604.00

Roland "Joe"

Bartlett

Forest Fire

Warden
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PARKS AND RECREATION COMMITTEE

We would like to thank Janice Steenbeke, Sandra Loughery and Walter
Bowen, who resigned from the committee this year, for their time and service to the Park and Recreation Committee.
Sue Earnshaw returned after a two year absence as Summer Program
Director, and Karen Morton was the Assistant. They had a very successful
summer, with an average of forty children a day.
The Park and Recreation Committee sold some of the unclaimed bikes,
turned over to us by the Police Department, at Old Home Day. The
money raised by this was used to buy game balls for the Boscawen Youth
Basketball teams.
set up a subcommittee this year to look into improving the town
park and how to go about achieving these changes. If you have suggestions or requests for the park, please contact one of the committee
members, or leave us a note at the selectmen's office.

We

Louise McLaughlin
Chairperson
Park & Recreation
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CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
an association of municipalities in Central New Hampshire.
Seventeen towns and the City of Concord are within Merrimack County
and two towns are within Hillsborough County. Thirteen towns, the City
of Concord, and Merrimack County are members in fiscal year 1989. The
Town of Boscawen is a member in good standing of the Commission.
The CNHRPC is organized under RSA 36:45-53, which states that the
purpose of the Commission is to prepare a coordinated plan for the
development of the region. The statute also enables us to assist communities with local planning activities.
Three planners and one support person are currently employed by the
CNHRPC. The staff prepares regional plans and provides professional
planning assistance to member communities.
In 1988 the Commission adopted the regional Housing, and Community
Development Plan, the regional Septage Management Plan, the Initial
Transportation Report, the Regional Profile, the Transportation Facilities
and Information Report, and the Guide to Municipal Plans and Regulations. The Guide contains models and outlines for master plans, capital
improvements plans, zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, and site
plan regulations. We had contracts to help six towns with master plans or
land use regulations and helped communities write grant applications.
Local water resource management and protection plans were a new
activity in 1988. We completed and received Office of State Planning consistency approval on two plans, prepared a complete draft of a third, and
started work on two more.
During 1988 CNHRPC activities in Boscawen included:
Assistance in the preparation of a revised zoning ordinance and master
The

Central

(CNHRPC)

is

plan.

Assistance in the publishing of the new Zoning Ordinance, Subdivision
Regulations, and Site Plan Regulations.
Preapplication review of the proposed Lake Forest Subdivision.
Advising the Selectmen regarding a development proposal.
Helping the Zoning Officer^ and ZBA interpret the new Zoning

Ordinance.
Attendance at joint meeting of the Boscawen and Webster Conservation Commissions to discuss protection of the Beaverdam Brook watershed. (In 1989 the CNHRPC will help Boscawen, Webster, and Salisbury
prepare a Water Resource Management and Protection Plan for the
Watershed.
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LIFE SAFETY OFFICER'S MESSAGE
received numerous calls from the public concerning fire
of the callers needed inspections to gain compliance
with the provisions of various permits, and the other half were people
having questions on requirements for different type occupancies. The
majority of the second half involved rental property.
Almost all of the problems found as a result of these calls were resolved,
but there are still a couple of them up in the air due to difficulties in trying
to enforce the provisions of the code that apply. The 1981 Life Safety
Code was adopted by the town in 1981, but no guidelines for its application were made. The way it stands now, if a person will not comply with
the requirements of the Code, and the numerous inconsistent state laws
that are on the books do not apply, the only recourse the town has is to file
for a court injunction ordering the party to make the needed repairs. An
injunction in simpler terms is a lawsuit, and needless to say, this would be
In 1988

safety.

I

About one half

very expensive and could take several years.
This year there is an article on the warrant that would adopt the 1988
Life Safety Code in the same basic form as our existing Zoning Ordinance.
This newer Code has been adopted by the City of Concord, and will be
adopted under the State Fire Code in the near future. This proposed
ordinance has provisions for its application, and where enforcement proceedings become necessary, it allows flexibility on a case by case basis.
I ask for your support of this Article not only to make my job much less
complicated, but to save the town a substantial amount of money that
will otherwise be needed to enforce the existing Code.
Respectfully,

Harold A. Hamilton
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BOSCAWEN OLD HOME DAY
1988

On Friday night, August 26, 1988 the Miss and Junior Miss Boscawen
pageant was held at the Merrimack Valley School Auditorium. Bethany
Waterfield was crowned Miss Boscawen 1988 and Polly Jones was runner
up. Amy Lorden was crowned Junior Miss Boscawen 1988 and Deanna
Poirier was runner up. Following the pageant, the respective Miss and Jr.
Miss Boscawen and their courts attended the Teen Dance held at the
Boscawen Town Hall.
The theme for our 1988 Boscawen Old Day celebration was "A Parade
of Nursery Tales." This theme attracted several families, organizations,
and school groups to participate in the parade on Saturday, August 27. A
total of fifteen floats and ten individual marching groups entered the
parade to compete for prizes. For the first year in many, there were no
marching bands. However, with the large number of creative parade
entries, only a few people noticed the absence of a band.
Everyone young and old enjoyed the various activities at the Town
Park following the parade. Adults tried their skills at horseshoes and
beano, while the younger set played games, watched skateboarders perform, and enjoyed a puppet show. Another big attraction at the park was
the Softball game between the Boscawen Fire Department and the
Boscawen Police Department. The bleachers were full and the cheering
was loud as families and friends rooted for their favorite team. The park
activities ended with the traditional chicken barbecue.
Local merchants were very supportive of the Old Home Day activities,
and a number of door prizes were raffled at the Teen Dance and Adult
Dance. There were also some prizes awarded at the Beano Game.
The 1988 Old Home Day celebration was a great success, and we would
like to thank everyone for their continued support. The committee
organizes the events, but without the support of our local merchants,
families, and friends we could not have a successful Boscawen Old Home
Day. Thanks again for your support and we look forward to seeing
everyone next year.
Respectfully submitted,

Kathleen F. Jaworski, President
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BOSCAWEN POLICE DEPARTMENT
CHIEF'S

MESSAGE

The year 1988 was a year of growth for the Boscawen Police Department. Yes, the statistics reflect increased service (up 8% over 1987's calls
for service) and crime reports (up IOV2 % over 1987); yet the department
grew in other areas as well.
Thanks in large part to the Ladies Auxiliary the department has been
able to sponsor a youth basketball team in the Merrimack Valley Instructional League; this spring we intend to enter the "T-Ball League" as well.
Also Officer Croft, the Juvenile Services Officer, has been working with
the P.T.O. and the Main Street School in developing programs for the
school children. We've sponsored a bicycle rodeo, fingerprinting clinic
and "McGruff" at Halloween all at no cost to the taxpayers.
The department gained notoriety for our award for "best dressed
agency" in a national uniform competition. Again, the Ladies Auxiliary
in uniform changes and the addition of our new badges
again at no extra cost to the taxpayers.
The department grew so that it could maintain our motto "Caring for
our Community". The Boscawen Police wishes to strive to maintain its
professionalism in an effort to show our pride in the Town, and hopes that
the Town of Boscawen shares this pride with the department.

was instrumental

Respectfully submitted,

Mark R. Pepler
Chief of Police
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BOSCAWEN POLICE DEPARTMENT
(Actual)

10 Months

1988

Item

SECTION

Expenditure
*1988

1989
Proposed

$ 21,500.00

$ 28,000.00

15,711.34
15,298.11
10,807.50
10,399.03
1,850.20
1,047.31
4,943.37
2,128.01

20,800.00
20,300.00
18,400.00
15,600.00
2,450.00
2,000.00
7,500.00
2,050.00
1,000.00

I.

Salaries

Chief
Ptlm. #1
Ptlm. #2
Ptlm. #3
Clerk*
Crossing

Guard

Holiday Pay
Overtime
Aux. Officers
Misc. Salaries

TOTALS

Total Budget

26,000.00
19,000.00
18,500.00
17,000.00
13,000.00
2,300.00
2,000.00
2,700.00
2,400.00
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Operating Salaries
Tires

Maintenance/Equipment Cost
Electric

Phone
Water
Tipping
Haulings
Heat
Dues (Concord Regional Solid Waste
Resource Recovery Association)
Landfill Maintenance (White Goods)
Dues (NH Resource Recovery Assoc.)

TOTAL

1989
$18,300
1,800

500
2,539
100
25
44,651
9,000
150
5,828
4,000
107

$87,000
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CONCORD SOLID WASTE/RESOURCE
RECOVERY COOPERATIVE
In 1988, the construction of the 500 ton per day refuse to energy facility
by SES Concord (Wheelabrator Technologies) in Penacook has proceeded.

The

construction of the facility

is

nearing completion, with the

shakedown operations scheduled

for this April. During the
spring and early summer months, refuse deliveries by the Cooperative to
the plant are anticipated to be intermittent as start-up operations proceed. Full commercial operation is anticipated to begin in the late summer/early fall of 1989.
The power generated by the refuse to energy plant is to be sold to Public
Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) under the terms of a rate order
previously issued by the
Public Utilities Commission. The impact, if
any, of the PSNH bankruptcy on the price to be paid for power is not yet
clear. The Cooperative, which entered into financial obligations on the
basis of the PUC rate order, continues to maintain the position that the
PUC specified rates are in place. Significant progress has been made in
dealings with PSNH and Concord Electric Company on finalizing and
constructing electrical distribution system improvements.
In March, 1988, the Cooperative was apprised by the
Department
of Environmental Services that the Concord Landfill, which had been
approved for disposal of ash residue from the refuse to energy plant,
would not be available for use. The Cooperative was successful in acquiring a 38 acre parcel in Franklin. Obtaining permits, securing long term
financing, designing and constructing a double lined secure residue landfill in ten months. The landfill was constructed using intensive quality
control procedure and, despite the aggressive schedule, was completed at
a cost under budget. The landfill is substantially complete and will begin
operation in April.
The member municipalities need to ensure that arrangements are made
to allow full delivery to the refuse to energy plant by no later than August,
1989. The Cooperative requests that each community make arrangements
for the storage and disposal of unacceptble waste, including motor vehicle
batteries which constitute the greater source of lead in municipal solid
waste. Such batteries are not to be delivered to the refuse to energy plant.
The Project Director further encourages all communities to consider and
implement materials recyling to reduce anticipated excess tonnage.
initiation of

NH

NH
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CONCORD REGIONAL
The Concord Regional

VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION

Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer

Home Care,
Hospice, and Health Promotion.
Home Care Services respond to the health care needs of those patients
with acute or chronic illnesses that require skilled professional and
paraprofessional care so they may return to or remain in their homes.
Emphasis is on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the
patient within the least restrictive setting.
Hospice Services provide professional and paraprofessional services to
the terminally ill patient with a limited life expectancy. The goal is to
enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life by helping he/she
remain at home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain and symptom management and skilled intervention to meet the patient's special
physical and emotional needs.
Health Promotion Services focus on the low and marginal income
families and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and
screening for health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent,
eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness and/or disability, and by
anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Services rendered in the clinic
setting are: child health, family planning, sexually transmitted disease,
adult screening, immunizations, and HIV testing and counseling. Home
visits are made in crisis situations or when needed health care cannot be
given in the clinic. Senior Health Services are provided at congregate
housing sites. Professional and paraprofessional hourly home services are
provided on a private fee-for-service basis. Emphasis is on promoting
healthy children, families, and individuals through early intervention
and health teaching.
Health Education and Instruction is part of each home visit or clinic
three major health services to the residents of Boscawen:

visit.

Anyone

Boscawen may request

service; patient, doctor, health
neighbor. All requests are answered, but continuing home care will only be provided with a physician's order.
A call to the Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093)
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. seven days a week is all that is
necessary to start services or make inquiries. A Hospice nurse is on call
(224-4093) 4:00 p.m. - 8:00 a.m. daily.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are
scaled for that person without a health plan who is unable to pay the full
charge. However, for fee scaling, federal regulations require a financial
statement be completed by the patient or responsible person. Town
monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or that no fee is collectible.
This Agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by
the State of
and is a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack
in

facility, pastor, friend or

NH

County.
Total

visits

made during

the year October

1,

1987 through September

30, 1988:

Home Care
Health Promotion

No. of Clients
16
45

Visits

281
207
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REPORT OF CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission had an

active year in 1988.
In June, the Commission provided sponsorship and arranged generous
private funding for two students to attend the annual conservation camp
run by the Society for the Protection of N.H. Forests.
The Commission took several actions to protect the watershed resources
of the Town. In addition to investigating applications for dredge and fill
permits and reporting back to the N.H. Wetlands Board as usual, the
Commission began to bring suspected violations to the attention of the
Wetlands Board for enforcement. In conjunction with the Planning
Board, the Commission won state funding for a Regional Planning Commission study of the Walker Pond watershed involving Boscawen,

Webster and Salisbury. The Commission was

also active in developing a

draft of a local wetlands ordinance which could be further refined and
voted on (at least in part) after the study is finished. Finally, the Com-

mission assisted the Office of State Planning in performing a survey of
recreational uses of the Merrimack River.
Regarding the Town Forest, the Commission engaged a forester to
mark a large stand of white pine and some hardwood on a portion of the

Weir

cutting and to supervise the cutting. Colby Lumber
the bid for the timber and timber harvesting operations

lots for selective

Company won
are on-going.

The Commission

also helped form an ad hoc land conservation task
which has been developing ideas for the Town's participation in the
state's Land Conservation Investment Program.
Finally, the Commission has begun to review certain of the
environmental aspects of the proposed Lake Forest development and
expects to be even more actively involved in the coming year.
The Commission meets on the third Wednesday of each month at

force

7:30 p.m. in the old Selectmen's Office.
to attend our meetings.

We invite

all

who

are interested
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
EK Associates unveiled a preliminary proposal for approximately 400
housing units and an 18 hole golf course on a site that combines the former
Pantenaude property and Cold Book Gravel off Queen Street. If this
project proceeds as expected, it will be the largest housing project in the
Town's history and will mean an exceptionally busy year for the Planning
Board.
The Town is as well prepared from a planning point of view as any
town in the region. The Master Plan was completed this past year and all
zoning, subdivision and site plan review ordinances are revised, up-todate and in force. Fortunately this process was completed prior to
receiving this proposal. It should be an interesting year. The Planning
Board urges public participation at all meetings and hearings.
Respectfully submitted,

Edward

R. Brodeur,

Chairman

HEALTH OFFICER REPORT
During 1988 the Health Officer answered 54 calls for assistance with
health related problems. Many inspections of properties were made and
violations corrected. I would like to thank those of you who have assisted
me in keeping our town clean and safe.
Should you have concerns regarding health and safety in our town,
please call me or the Selectmen's office.
Respectfully yours,

John Dagata
Health Officer
796-2426 / 796-2609
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BOSCAWEN TOWN MEETING
March

8,

1988

The annual Town meeting was called to order at 10:00 a.m. by the
moderator Rick Trombly, who read the warrant and declared the polls
open until 7:00 p.m.
Ballot clerks were: Eugene Randlett, Bernadette Randlett, Marie Sherman, and Jane Rivet.
Polls closed at 7:00 p.m. Votes were counted and the results were:

— 3 Years
Selectmen —
Year

Sandra E. Brodeur
David R. Plourde
Walter E.Bowen, III

Selectmen

1

Thomas Danko

Town

Clerk

Barbara M. Holmes

Town

Treasurer

Patricia C. Knight

252
212
133
336
432

Miscellaneous Write-ins

Auditor

— 2 Years
— Checklist — 6 Years
Trustee of Trust Funds — 3 Years
Trustee of Library Funds — 3 Years
Moderator
Supervisor

Miscellaneous Write-ins
Frances Rostron
Miscellaneous Wri^e-ins
Rick A. Trombly
Carl S. Glover, Sr.
Miscellaneous Others
Kathleen F. Jaworski
Joseph B. Bowes
Lucile Carlson

428
6

427
421
403
338
374

Absentee Ballots Cast
Regular Ballots Cast

460

Total Ballots Cast

474

14

The meeting was called to order at 8:25 p.m. by the moderator Rick
Trombly who gave the report of the balloting.

ARTICLE

1:

To choose

all

necessary

Town

Officers for the year

ensuing.

Dorothy Sanborn moved to re-elect the incumbents
Annual Report. The motion was seconded by Larry Bird.
There being no discussion, the motion was carried unanimously.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber: Joy Sloane moved to re-elect the
incumbents as listed in the Annual Report. The motion was carried
Official Weighers:

as listed in the

unanimously.
Fence Viewers: Claire Clarke moved to re-elect the incumbents as
listed in the Annual Report. The motion was seconded by Larry Bird.
There being no discussion, the motion was carried unanimously.
A motion was made by David Plourde and seconded by Robert
Knowlton to vote on Article 17 at this time before any other articles as the
article had to be voted on by paper ballot and check list. Discussion:
Robert Knowlton asked for clarification of the article. It was then
clarified by David Plourde. There being no further discussion, the motion

was

carried,

and the voting ensued.
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2:

To

raise

65

such sums of

money

as

may be

necessary to defray

and make appropriations of the same.
Craig Nixon moved that the fire department's budget be separated
from the rest of the budget. Ray Fisher seconded the motion. Discussion:
Craig Nixon stated that the fire department chief's salary should be raised
from one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to two thousand dollars
($2,000.00) and that the job is very involved and that because Roland

town charges

for the ensuing year

"Joe" Bartlett doesn't look out for himself but, instead, for others, that
is the reason why he didn't mention it when the budget was being discussed with him prior to the town meeting. Ray Fisher also agreed with
that fact. Moderator Rick Trombly asked their ideas about the remainder
of the budget. Rhoda Hardy, Alan Grill, and Pat Lemay wanted to know
what exactly they were getting for their money, what the salaries of the
town officers were going to be, how could last year's salaries, etc., be
more than what was appropriated, were salaries being raised, and if there
was a ceiling on the amount that could be spent. David Plourde's response
was that with a new appropriation figure of fifty five thousand six hundred fifty dollars ($55,650.00), the budget would be more near the actual
expenditures, that monies were transferred from other accounts to pay for
the items that were over the appropriated figures, that there is no ceiling
on hourly rate, but there is a ceiling on the yearly salaries, that the selectmen do have the authority of transferring funds from one account to
another, and that there would be a change of hours for some of the town
officers. A review of the budget then followed. Moderator Rick Trombly
then reminded the townspeople that there was still no motion on the
floor; only that the budget had been separated. Discussion by Lawrence
Blodgett, Pat Lemay and Alan Grill as to why the Administrative Assistant was being paid more than some of the police officers as the police
officers' jobs were more dangerous than that of the Administrative Assistant. The Administrative Assistant's responsibilities include working 40
hours per week, being required to attend all public selectmen's meetings
(usually about two per month), and she, in effect, is a fourth selectmen.
The selectmen's salaries were then discussed. Alan Grill suggested that the
patrolmen's salaries be raised from nineteen thousand dollars
($19,000.00) to twenty two thousand dollars ($22,000.00) and from
eighteen thousand five hundred dollars ($18,500.00) to twenty one thousand five hundred dollars ($21,500.00). Alan Grill then moved to amend
the bottom line of the budget to seven hundred ninety four thousand
seven hundred ninety dollars ($794,790) and directing the selectmen to
apply six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) to the police department's
appropriation for the purpose of increasing two policemens' salaries by
three thousand dollars each ($3,000.00). Lawrence Blodgett seconded the
motion. The motion now before the Town was to appropriate the sum of
seven hundred ninety four thousand seven hundred ninety dollars
($794,790) excluding the fire department's budget and increase the police
department's budget by six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) to be applied to
Patrolmen A and B. There being no further discussion, the motion was
defeated.
Craig Nixon then made a motion to amend the fire department's budget

from forty five thousand two hundred sixty five dollars ($45,265.00) to
forty six thousand two hundred sixty five dollars ($46,265.00), an increase
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one thousand dollars ($1,000.00), and directed the selectmen to apply
the one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to the fire department's chief's
salary. Ray Fisher seconded the motion. There being no further discussion, the motion carried unanimously, the article being accepted. Discussion: Ray Fisher moved that the fire department budget and the rest of the
budget should be separated.
Alan Grill moved that the budget in the amount of eight hundred thirty
five thousand fifty five dollars ($835,055.00) be accepted; William
Harmon seconded the motion. There being no further discussion, the
of

motion carried.
3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed twenty-two thousand dollars ($22,000.00) for the purchase of a pick-up truck, plow and mower for the Highway Department.
Ray Fisher moved the article be accepted; the motion was seconded by
Claire Clarke. There being no discussion, the motion was carried.

ARTICLE

sum

4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) for the
removal and replacement of two underground fuel storage tanks.
Robert Knowlton moved the article be accepted; the motion was
seconded by Ron Reed. Discussion: Ray Fisher questioned whether the
Town could use monitoring wells, tanks, and other parts of the system,

ARTICLE

sum

but was told that they are second-hand and too old. There being no
further discussion, the motion carried unanimously.
5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed eight thousand four hundred dollars ($8,400.00) for the
completion of the town office building: heat in the cellar, curbs and
striping of the parking lot.
Douglas Supry moved the article be accepted; the motion was seconded
by David Plourde. Discussion: Dorothy Sanborn objected stating that it
was her belief that the striping, etc., had already been done. In response,
David Plourde replied that it had not been done. Ed Maloof brought up
that people should not be driving on the lawn, but as Douglas Supry
further states, out-of-town police cars and others do drive on the grass.
Pat Lemay suggested that it was time to start curtailing the budget, and
therefore, no curbings or striping should be done at the town hall. There
being no further discussion, the motion was defeated.

ARTICLE

sum

6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) for the purchase
of a police cruiser.
Robert Knowlton moved the article be accepted; Joy Sloane seconded
the motion. Discussion: Robert Knowlton asked for a description of the

ARTICLE

sum

Mark Pepler stated that thev have two vehicles,
one a 1983 with 82,000 miles and a 1984 with 19,000 miles. The 1983
vehicle was put up at auction and no bids were received. Mark Pepler also
stated that there was only a six hundred dollar ($600.00) difference
between a four wheel drive cruiser and a two wheel drive cruiser and that
the fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) included the radio, grill, lights.

vehicle being purchased.
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and that one of the other cruisers had too many miles on it to be
counted on in an emergency but that it would be fine for trips back and
forth to district court, etc. There being no further discussion, the motion
carried unanimously.
etc.,

ARTICLE

7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for the
purchase of compatible computer equipment for the purpose of computerizing the town property assessment records.
David Plourde moved the article be accepted; the motion was seconded
by Douglas Supry. Discussion: Ed Maloof wanted to know what type of
things the computer would be used for. David Plourde responded that it
would be used by the treasurer, bookkeeper, and tax collector and went
on to explain that it was IBM compatible, that training was included in
the price of three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) for everyone
in the office that needed training, and that it had been approved of by
Revenue Administration. Alan Grill stated that for three thousand five
hundred dollars ($3,500.00), it was a very good price. Michele Tremblev

sum

wanted to know whether it was going to be a single user station or
whether it would be a satellite- type system. William Harmon wanted to
know if there was a service agreement and warranty and for how long.
David Plourde responded that there was a standard service agreement
and that the warranty was for one year. There being no further discussion, the

motion carried.

ARTICLE

8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed nine thousand one hundred eighty dollars ($9,180.00)
for the Town's share of the Concord Regional Solid Waste/ Resource
Recovery Cooperative's operating budget.
William Harmon moved the article be accepted; Lawrence Blodgett
seconded the motion. Discussion: Douglas Supry stated that someone has
to be there running the plant and that cost was based on population, the
Town's cost being nine thousand one hundred eighty dollars ($9,180.00)
and that the products of the plant, such as ash, would need to be taken
care of. There being no further discussion, the motion carried.

sum

ARTICLE

9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00) to help support the
Penacook Rescue Squad for its emergency medical services and rescue
operations for the Town.

sum

Dorothy Sanborn moved the article be accepted; Ron Reed seconded
motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried

the

unanimously.

ARTICLE
sum

10:

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate

a

thousand dollars ($6,000.00) for the services of the
Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association.
Pat Lemay moved the article be accepted; Robert Knowlton seconded
the motion. There being no discussion, the article was carried unannot to exceed

imouslv.

six
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11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed two thousand four hundred dollars ($2,400.00) for
services to low-income residents of Boscawen through the Concord Area
Center Community Action Program, Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc.
Alan Grill moved the article be accepted; Robert Knowlton seconded
the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried

ARTICLE

sum

unanimously.

ARTICLE

12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) toward the
two thousand five hundred
operating expenses of the Penacook Centers
dollars ($2,500.00) for the Youth Center and five hundred dollars
($500.00) for the Senior Center.
Claire Clarke moved the article be accepted; Robert Knowlton
seconded the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried.

sum

—

13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed six hundred ninety five dollars ($695.00) for the purchase of a blueprint machine for use by all town departments and
authorize the withdrawal of five hundred one dollars ($501.00) for this
purpose from the Revenue Sharing Money with the balance to be raised

ARTICLE

sum

by taxation.
Robert Knowlton moved the article be accepted; Thomas Danko
seconded the motion. Discussion: Frances Rostron wanted an explanation
of what a blueprint machine does. David Plourde explained that it would
be a big help to Planning and Zoning and that it is used for making copies
of maps. Lawrence Blodgett wanted to know who was making the
blueprints prior to this. David Plourde responded that, prior to this, the
blueprints were being done free of charge by a person that is now retired
and is, therefore, now unavailable. Lawrence Blodgett wanted to know if
there would be enough use for the machine. Robert Knowlton felt that
there would be enough use, that the cost of buying the blueprint machine
would be very little, and therefore, well worth the money. There being no
further discussion, the motion was carried unanimously.
14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed eight hundred twenty three dollars ($823.00) to contribute to a regional Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program
provided that the Board of Selectmen approves the terms of the Town's
participation in the Program. This Program will enhance the proper
disposal of hazardous household products such as paint thinner, solvents,

ARTICLE

sum

and the like.
Roland "Joe" Bartlett moved the article be accepted; Ray Fisher
seconded the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried

pesticides

unanimously.
15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) for the purpose of

ARTICLE
sum

Town

beautification.

Ron Reed moved
motion.

the article be accepted; Florence Danko seconded the
Dorothy Sanborn suggested that people donate

Discussion:
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flowers. Joy Sloane expressed her thoughts that the flowers last year were
done beautifully. David Plourde responded that Cynthia Houston and

Theresa Cunningham did the flowers. Frances Rostron wanted to let the
townspeople know that the Ladies Aide also planted shrubs in front of the
new town offices. There being no further discussion, the motion was
carried unanimously.

ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
one-half the cost of designing and installing a septic system with leach
field for the Boscawen Town Hall in conjunction with the system being
installed for the Boscawen Congregational Church up to thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000.00). This system will be on land owned by the Boscawen
Congregational Church and will conform to applicable State ordinances.
Rhoda Hardy moved that the article be amended to read "appropriate
two-thirds the cost of designing and installing"; Allan Grill seconded the
motion. Rhoda Hardy discussed that at the present time, the sewerage
runs over the banking. Chris Kronser, the engineer, explained that,
because of the dining facility, the town hall's cost would be about twothirds of the full amount it would cost, and that since the church did not
have a dining facility, their cost would come to about one-third of the full
amount. Chris Kronser explained that if the townspeople do not accept
the article, then they will not have a septic system until how many ever
years it takes to get the town to put one in. Debra Bevans suggested that
now was the chance to bring the septic system up to standards instead of
letting the sewerage run over the banking. Allan Grill suggested that we
put the septic system in now instead of duplicating efforts later.
A motion was made to limit the debate. The motion carried. The
motion still on the floor at that time was to amend the article to read
"appropriate two-thirds the cost of designing and installing" instead of
"one-half." There being no further discussion, the motion carried.

ARTICLE

17:

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote

on the following question:

we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86 for a real estate tax lien
procedure? These statutes provide that tax sales to private individuals
for non-payment of property taxes on real estate are replaced with a
real estate tax lien procedure under which only a Municipality or
County where the property is located or the State may acquire a tax
lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes."
"Shall

«

Effective 4/1/88 (By Petition).
Article 17 was accepted by prior vote, the results being 123 in the
affirmative and 6 in the negative. As a result, the motion carried.

ARTICLE

18: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
72:43-e Adjusted Elderly Exemption to replace the Expanded
Elderly Exemption RSA 72:43-a, effective 4/1/88.
Claire Clarke moved the article be accepted; Robert Knowlton
seconded the motion. David Plourde explained the article and added that
if the article was not passed, then it would be unlikely that there would be

RSA
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any elderly exemptions to be granted. There being no further discussion,
the motion was carried unanimously.

ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
accept private donations of land, interests in land and/or money for the
purpose of contributing to the local matching portion required for acquiring conservation land or interests in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent Conservation use under the N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP), RSA 221-A, and authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the state matching funds under the LCIP for
the purposes of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation
land. Said donated funds and state matching funds may be expended by
majority vote of the Conservation Commission with the approval of the
Selectmen.

Fred McLaughlin moved that the article be accepted; David Rozik
seconded the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried
unanimously.

ARTICLE
elected

20:

To

see

town auditors

if

the

as the

Town

town

will vote to eliminate the position of

hires

an outside firm to do the

Town

audit.

Claire Clarke moved the article be accepted; Ray Fisher seconded the
motion. Discussion: Dorothy Sanborn objected stating that we should
keep the position of auditors. David Plourde replied that it was better that
we hire an outside firm to do the auditing as in the past. There being no
further discussion, the motion

was

carried.

Town

empower the Selectmen
necessary to meet current
expenses of the Town until the taxes are paid to the Treasurer.
Robert Knowlton moved the article be accepted; Ron Reed seconded
the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried

ARTICLE

to

21:

To

see

if

the

borrow such sums of money

as

will vote to

may be

unanimously.

ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to give the selectmen
authority to transfer or sell property taken by the town in default of
Redemption from the Tax Sale or otherwise acquired and such sale to be
at public auction with the Selectmen reserving the right to accept or reject
any or all bids.
Fred McLaughlin moved that the article be accepted; Thomas Danko
seconded the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried
unanimously.
23: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
application for and to accept and to expend on behalf of the
Town any and all advances, grants, or other funds for Town purposes
which may now or hereinafter be forthcoming from the U.S.A. or the
State of New Hampshire or any Federal or State agency.
Claire Clarke moved that the article be accepted; Ron Reed seconded
the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried

ARTICLE

to

make

unanimously.
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and

24:

see

if

the

Town

will vote to authorize the Selectmen

expend on behalf of the

to

Town
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Town

private gifts and contribu-

purposes.

Roland "J°e" Bartlett moved the article be accepted; Frances Rostron
seconded the motion. There being no discussion, the motion was carried
unanimously.

ARTICLE 25: To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Joy Sloane suggested that David Plourde and Walter Bowen, III, be
given a hand since they did all the work that no one else wanted to do.
Moderator Rick Trombly thanked everyone for their patience since it was
his first time of moderating a town meeting.
David Plourde moved adjournment of the meeting at 10:35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Barbara Holmes
Town Clark
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ZONING OFFICER'S REPORT
Due

to

updating the Boscawen Master Plan which included zoning,

sub-division and site review, this past year has been rather hetic.
Gradually things are smoothing out as everyone becomes familar with the
are finding some discrepancies requiring attenupdated regulations.

We

tion.
It is coming to the time when the town should consider a building code.
reasonable fee system for permits could be instigated to off-set the cost
of a part or full-time person to carry out Zoning Code Regulations, Town
and State Ordinances and Building Codes.
Building Codes ensure that shoddy construction will be greatly
reduced, resulting in the general public and home owners being assured of
quality construction and more value for their money. Qualified building
inspectors enforce these standards, which are up-graded every few years
by the National BOCA organization.
Codes in affect pursuant to State Laws at the present time are:

A

1.

2.

1987 National Electrical Code
1987 NH State Plumbing Code (1987

BOAC

Plumbing Code with

amendments)
3. 1984 NH State Fire Code (which includes adoption of a number of
National Fire Protection Association Standards, among which are NFPA
211, Chimneys, Fireplaces, Vents and Solid Fuel Burning Appliances;
NEPA 31, Installation of Oil Burning Equipment; NFPA 54, National
Fuel Gas Code; NEPA 74 Household Fire Warning Equipment)
4. 1979 Energy Code

Permits have been somewhat reduced

—

the calm before the storm.

Residential

Homes

3

Barns and sheds 7

Garages 6

Additions 19

Commercial
Additions 8

New

8

Mobile Homes
Additions 16
Replacements 2
Subdivisions

Minor 3

Major

1

Lot Line Adjustments 2

Miscellaneous
4

Robert P. Knowlton
Zoning Officer
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PENACOOK-BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
the inhabitants of Penacook-Boscawen Water Precinct in the CounMerrimack and the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in
Precinct affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Boscawen Town Hall in
Boscawen in said Precinct on the 28th day of March, 1989 at 7:30 o'clock
in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1
To hear the reports of the Precinct officers and pass any vote relating

To

ty of

thereto.
2.

3.

To choose all necessary Precinct officers for the ensuing year.
To see if the Precinct will vote to raise and appropriate the amounts
budget for 1989.
the Precinct will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$115,000.00 for the engineering, plans and ground work relative to the
listed in the

4.

To

see

Water
5.

if

Filtration Plant.

if the Precinct will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
$97,500.00 to buy and install water meters in the consumers' homes
which will be a start in metering all homes and businesses in the

To

see

Precinct.

authorize the Precinct Commissioners to borrow money in anticipaand other revenues for the year and to issue notes
therefor at such time within one year and at such place as the Precinct
Commissioners shall determine.
7. To see if the Precinct will vote to give the Commissioners authority to
transfer any unexpended balances of money from one appropriation to
another.
8. To see if the Precinct will vote on the following:
"That the existing boundary of the Penacook-Boscawen Water Precinct
be extended in a northerly direction along the Queen Street right-ofway approximately 7000 feet to encompass the property presently owned by EK Associates and the property presently owned by Cold Brook
Gravel, Inc." (By Petition)
9. To transact any other business which may legally come before the
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 10th day of February, 1989.
6.

To

tion of Precinct Taxes

James Hewey,

Sr.

Charles Scheys
Everett Blaise

A

true copy of Warrant: Attest

James Hewey,
Charles Scheys
Everett Blaise.

Sr.
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PENACOOK-BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
Roy F. Weston Incorporated, Engineering Firm, conducted ground
water exploration (test wells) within the Town, but found that the supply
might not be enough to take care of the needs of the Precinct.
This is the second time the Precinct has gone this route and we decided
that since Walker Pond produces daily over twice the amount of water we
require on our hottest days plus has the advantage of storage of millions of
gallons of water; we decided it would be in the best interest of the
Precinct to build a Water Filtration Plant on the pond where we feel the
supply seems ample even if the Precinct grows.
We have included a warrant article in the amount of $97,500 for water
meters and installation. Over the next three years it is our goal to put
water meters in every unit that is using the Precinct water. We feel this
will be the fairest way, so that each household will be paying only for the
water they use or waste.
This will also help the Precinct to keep better tract of the water used
and moreover detect any leaks within the system.
The Precinct will be raising the flat rate per unit to $75.00 in 1989.
Respectfully submitted,

James Hewey,

Sr.

Charles Scheys
Everett Blaise

Water Commissioners
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PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
BALANCE SHEETS
December

31, 1988

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash (Note 1)
Accounts receivable
Inventories

Prepaid expenses
Deposits

and 1987
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PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
Board of Commissioners
Penacook and Boscawen Water Precinct

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of the Penacook and
Boscawen Water Precinct as of December 31, 1988 and 1987, and the
related statements of income and retained earnings, and cash flows for the
years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
Precinct Officials. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audits.
conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly
in all material respects the financial position of the Penacook and
Boscawen Water Precinct as of December 31, 1988 and 1987, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended, in con-

We

We

formity with generally accepted accounting principles.

CAREY,

VACHON & CLUKAY

Certified Public Accountants

January

17,

1989
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PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
ON ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Board of Commissioners
Penacook and Boscawen Water Precinct

Our report on our audit of the basic financial statements of the
Penacook and Boscawen Water Precinct for 1988 and 1987 appears on
page 1 That audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
basic financial statements taken as a whole. The schedule of budgetary
expenses is presented for additional analysis and is not a required part of
the basic financial statements of the Penacook and Boscawen Water
Precinct. The schedule of budgetary expenses is presented in accordance
with the requirements of the New Hampshire Department of Revenue
Administration which differ from generally accepted accounting principles. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
.

applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial
statements taken as a whole.
is

CAREY,

VACHON & CLUKAY

Certified Public Accountants

January

17,

1989
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PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
STATMENTS OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
Years

Ended December

31, 1988

and 1987
1988

Operating Revenues:
Rental income
Metered income
Taxes
Miscellaneous income

Operating Expenses:

Income from Operations
Other Income (Expense)
Interest expense

Net Income (Loss
Retained Earnings, beginning of year
Retained Earnings, end of year

$

50,254
16,259
89,048
741

1987

1988
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PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Years

Ended December

Cash was Provided by (Used

31, 1988

and 1987
1988

1987

$33,706

$35,706

for):

Operations:

Net income
Noncash items included

in net

income

Depreciation
(Increase) decrease in receivables
(Increase) decrease in inventories
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable

25,684
2,109
(24,458)

Total cash provided by operations

Financing Activities:
Retirement of long-term debt
Contributions in aid of construction
Total cash used in financing activites

Investing Activities:
Additions to utility plant in service

Total Increase (Decrease) in Cash

— Beginning of Year
Cash — End of Year
Cash

See notes to financial statements
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PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December

NOTE

1

31, 1988

and 1987

— SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The accounting
(the Precinct)

applicable to

policies of the Penacook and Boscawen Water Precinct
conform to generally accepted accounting principles as
governments which operate utilities that are financed and

accounted for in a manner similar to private business enterprises, except
as indicated.

Basis of Accounting
The Precinct's financial statements have been prepared on the accrual

Under the accrual

basis of accounting, revenues are
expenses are recognized when they are
incurred. Estimated amounts have not been recorded for services
rendered but not billed as of the close of the year as required by generally
accepted accounting principles. Interest on General Obligation Debt is
recognized when due rather than when incurred in accordance with State
requirements. The Precinct believes that the effects of these departures
are immaterial to these financial statements.
basis of accounting.

recognized

when earned and

Utility Plant in Service

and Depreciation

stated at cost. Depreciation is provided over the
estimated useful lives of the various components using the stright-line
method. Estimated useful lives are as follows:
Utility plant in service

is

Years
Building and Structures
Standpipes
Mains, Hydrants and Services

Other Equipment
Although

still

in use,

40
30
30-50
5-20

fully depreciated assets are

removed from the

accounts.

Inventory of Materials
Inventories of materials consist of water system materials
and are valued at cost.

and supplies

Cash
Precinct's cash at December 31, 1988 consists of deposits with a book
balance of $57,762 and a bank balance of $27,826. The bank balance is

The

fully insured

NOTE

2

—

A summary
31, 1988

by the federal depository insurance.

UTILITY PLANT IN SERVICE
of utility plant in service

and 1987

is

component balances

as follows:

1988

Water Supply Land
Water Supply Structure
Pumping Station Structure

at

December

1988

ANNUAL REPORT

Water Storage Structure

89

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN

90

NOTE

4

—

PROPERTY TAXES

Precinct is empowered by State law to raise taxes based upon the
valuations of real property located within its boundaries. The property
taxes are collected by the municipal governments of Boscawen and Concord. In 1988 tax levies from Boscawen and Concord were $79,371 and

The

$3,575 respectively.

1988

ANNUAL REPORT

PENACOOK AND BOSCAWEN WATER PRECINCT
SCHEDULE OF BUDGETARY EXPENSES
BUDGET AND ACTUAL
Year Ended December 31, 1988

91

TOWN OF BOSCAWEN

92

Principal of general
obligation debt
Interest on general

obligation debt

17,500

17,500

5,261

5,256

5

$169,179

$134,508

$34,671

